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Liquid
artistry
Waterloo Region bartenders
mix and mingle for a good cause
By Brian Williams
PHOTOGRAPHY BY DWIGHT STORRING
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ome artists paint, others bend metal,
others carve wood.
There are also artists who raise
spirits. And when they gather for a
show curated by Abbey Rush, the canvases
are glass and the materials are mostly fluids.
The gallery is the Proof Kitchen and
Lounge in Waterloo and the exhibits are
part of The Collective Cocktail Competition.
Rush, who is Proof’s beverage manager,
wanted to create a showcase for the talented
bartenders working in Waterloo Region’s
hospitality industry, as well as raise money
for charity.
“It stays very friendly,” Rush says.
“Everyone is out there for a fun cause, and
it’s a chance for them to showcase what they
do and what they are passionate about.”
She held the first competition in the
spring of 2017 and plans to host two a year.
The most recent event, at the end of March,
was the third. The fourth should be this
summer but a date hasn’t been announced.
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Judging by the crowd of mostly industry
people who assembled on a Sunday night in
March, Rush is on to something.
Still too cold outside to open doors and
spill onto the patio, spectators were packed
like sardines into Proof’s lounge area. About
100 people were on hand as the evening
began at 7 and that number grew to about
150 over the first half hour.
Given the same material to use as a base
for their inspiration, eight local bartenders put their talents on display, first in
a Speed Round and then in a Signature
Drink competition, all in an effort to earn
bragging rights.
The evening is a testament to what each of
them says individually. The local hospitality
industry is a close, supportive community.
“A collective,” Rush says with a smile.
The thought of inviting competitors
into your establishment and giving them
a platform to showcase their talents may
seem odd in many industries, but this
tight-knit group basks in the friendship
so many of them seem to enjoy. Given
the nomadic quality of this career choice,
many of these professionals have been

Abbey Rush, beverage manager
at Proof Kitchen and Lounge
in Waterloo, is the driving force
behind The Collective Cocktail
Competition.
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ABOVE: Michel Richer, representing Loloan Lobby
Bar in Waterloo, arranges dragon fruit and sweet
mango crisps while presenting his cocktail during
the Signature Drink competition.
LEFT: Judges for the night were Daniel Horgan
of PMA wine and spirits agency, Cam Formica,
co-founder of Willibald Farm Distillery, and
Dan Reiss of Grand Trunk Saloon, a previous
Signature Drink winner.

co-workers in various establishments along
the way, learning from each other as they
hone their craft.
The opportunity to come together for
friendly competition allows them to
reconnect and compare creativity.
At the most recent event, the key ingredient was gin from the Willibald Farm
Distillery in Ayr.
Bartenders who were asked talked about
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how much they liked the product. This was
reflected in the effort they put into creating
a Signature Drink in an attempt to win over
the evening’s three judges, one of whom
was Cam Formica, part owner of Willibald.
There was smoke, there was fire, and
many other special touches designed to
impress.
In the end, however, it was attention to
detail, the story behind the drink and an

elevated taste that sent Melissa Baumunk
home with bragging rights and a $500 prize
pack to expand her home bar.
Baumunk, representing Lokal at The
Walper Hotel, earned top Signature Drink
honours with a creation she called “Knock
on Wood.”
During an earlier visit to the distillery,
she noticed carvings of wood spirits that
are said to bring good luck, prosperity and

protection. She called upon those wood
spirits to guide the liquid ones as she paid
tribute to the gin and Willibald’s German
heritage.
“It works,” she said of the spiritual
helpers. “I won.”
After witnessing the efforts of her competitors, though, she said she was surprised to
hear her name announced as winner.
Baumunk was a first-time competitor
while others, such as Stacey Anderson, have
been involved in all three events.
Anderson, general manager at Easy Pour
Wine Bar in Cambridge following a stint
at Lokal, has been both a competitor and
a judge. She won the Signature Drink
competition at the first event, which gave
her the option to be a competitor or a judge
the next time around. She opted to be a
judge, which she found allowed her to relax
and enjoy the evening a bit more.
“I didn’t have that adrenaline of
competing,” she said in an interview. “I
enjoyed myself more whereas you have
more anxiety competing. But then I found
myself wanting to be in with that thrill of
everything again.”
She was back in the mix for the third
event.
The night began with a Speed Round
that required the bartenders to make three
assigned drinks with four minutes on the
clock. First one to finish, while making the
drinks correctly, was the winner. It was a
tournament-style knockout competition
that started with all eight bartenders in
head-to-head battles. Then there were four,
then there were two, then there was Dan
Collins with his hands in the air signalling
he was done about five seconds quicker
than Anderson, the runner-up.
A bartender at Proof for two years, Collins
brought glory to the home team. His prize
was a Delta Hotel stay and a $150 gift
card for Cocktail Emporium, a bartending
supplies store in Toronto.
It was a popular win, with at least one
fist raised in celebration behind the main

Stacey Anderson of Easy Pour Wine Bar in Cambridge, the first Signature Drink competition winner last year,
was back among the competitors at the end of March after acting as a judge at the previous event.
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‘KNOCK ON WOOD’

MELISSA BAUMUNK’S
WINNING SIGNATURE DRINK

T

bar when master of ceremonies Matthew
Richardson announced “It’s Dan!”
In advance of the competition Anderson
had explained the Speed Round tends
to favour those who work as frontline
bartenders over those in management roles.
“It all depends on what you do and where
your muscle memory is,” she said.
So she impressed herself making it to
the final, adding she may have cost herself
valuable seconds by singing along with the
background music.
Richardson, who works as a server at
Proof, was kept busy as MC throughout
the three-hour event as were the half dozen
staff behind the main bar and Rush herself.
She was buzzing the whole night, making
sure the competing bartenders had supplies
and helping drive up the price of drinks
being auctioned off for charity.
In the Signature Drink round, the bartenders made four of their drinks, one to be
auctioned off to the crowd and one for each
judge – Formica, PMA spirit agency brand
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Ulises Sanchez of 21 Fir in Waterloo brings the
heat as he puts the ﬁnishing touches on his ﬂashy
Signature Drink.

ambassador Daniel Horgan and Grand
Trunk Saloon bartender Dan Reiss, the
previous event’s Signature Drink winner.
The highest bid for a single drink on this
night was $165, with a Collins supporter
reaching deep into his pocket near the end
of the event to win a bidding war.
All in – including a single $1,000
donation – $2,580.10 was raised for
Food4Kids Waterloo Wellington, an
organization that provides weekend food
packages for 340 children living with severe
food insecurity.
So much for a quiet Sunday night. But for
people who work while others play, it’s a
perfect opportunity to let loose a little bit
and spend time with each other, Rush says.
“It’s a very warm event,” Anderson says.
“There’s a lot of love within our industry. It’s
really sweet.”

he inspiration for my cocktail was the
wood carved face of a wizardly old
man with a tobacco pipe, hung at the
doorway of the Willibald gin distillery.
Looking further into this whimsical
carving, I found out that they are called
wood spirits or “Waldgeist” in German.
The spirits are said to inhabit the trees of
the forest and are the protectors of those
who enter. They are also said to bring good
luck when spotted. Part of this lore matches
the term “knock on wood.” When hunters
or woodsmen would enter the forest, they
would knock on a large tree to awaken the
Waldgeist to ensure no evil would come to
them. You can see the wood spirits today
as carvings hung over or near doorways
leaning into homes to ensure protection,
prosperity and good luck.
This cocktail is smooth and balanced,
showcasing Willibald gin. I used Asbach
German brandy to accent the cherries and
to pay tribute to the German heritage of
Willibald. I chose the black cherries as I
thought the sweet/tart flavour would pair
well with the spices of the gin.
I smoked the cherries with alder wood chips
for an extra layer of flavour and as a way to
infuse an element of wood in the cocktail.
The tobacco bitters level out the sweetness
and remind me of the Waldgeist carving
smoking the pipe. I chose to use a sturdy
Old Fashioned glass to represent trunks of
trees in the forest and used large ice cubes for
slow dilution. The dehydrated, black smoked
cherries on the yellow flower “pick” represent
the colours of the Willibald brand.
My tray is homemade of barn wood and I
used pussy willows with branches strategically placed to create a ‘W’ for Willibald,
and ground cherries and foliage you would
find on the forest floor.
We were also asked if we wanted a song to
play while we were presenting our drink.
I chose “Over the Hills and Far Away” by
Led Zeppelin.

Melissa Baumunk
of Lokal at The Walper Hotel
serves up her winning drink.

KNOCK ON WOOD
1.25 oz. Willibald gin
1 oz. Asbach German brandy
.75 oz. smoked black-cherry syrup *
3 dashes tobacco bitters

*SMOKED BLACK-CHERRY SYRUP
1. Using pitted dark black cherries, smoke
for 20 minutes using alder wood chips
2. Make simple syrup (1:1 sugar and hot
water)
3. After cherries are smoked, let them
steep in simple syrup overnight, drain and
reserve cherries to dehydrate for garnish.

TO SERVE
Add all ingredients to mixing glass with
ice. Stir and strain into Old Fashioned glass
over large ice cube. Garnish with dehydrated
smoked cherries.
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